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22.2.0 Enhancements 

 Oracle APEX 22.2.x Support 

We now officially support APEX 22.2.x in this version, whilst still providing 

support for APEX 22.1.x, 21.2.x, 21.1.x, 20.2.x, 20.1.x, 19.2.x, 19.1.x, 18.2.x, 

18.1.x and 5.1.x. As per our previous version releases we no longer support 

APEX 5.0.x and lower versions. 

This is a very light release as the current framework is rather comprehensive 

and we also wanted to provide 22.2 support as quickly as possible. 
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22.1.0 Enhancements 
Download File(s) Dynamic Action 

WeIn this release we are introducing the "FOEX Download File(s)" dynamic 

action plug-in which introduces declarative file download capability. These 

additional features include: 

• Download a single file or multiple files 

• Multiple files are automatically zipped, you can zip single files too 

• Locate your files using a simple SQL Query or using PLSQL 

• Include a directory structure when zipping 

• Preview files before download 

 Oracle APEX 22.1.x Support 

We now officially support APEX 22.1.x in this version, whilst still providing 

support for APEX 21.2.x, 21.1.x, 20.2.x, 20.1.x, 19.2.x, 19.1.x, 18.2.x, 18.1.x and 

5.1.x. As per our previous version releases we no longer support APEX 5.0.x 

and lower versions. 

This is a very light release as the current framework is rather comprehensive 

and we also wanted to provide 22.1 support as quickly as possible. 
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21.2.0 Enhancements 
Message Box Styling 

You can now use the "Javascript 
Initialization Code" to modify 

settings for the Message Box before 

it is show e.g. change the UI style to 

"success", "warning", “danger”, “info”, 

“light”, or “dark” 

 

Oracle APEX 21.2.x Support 

We now officially support APEX 21.2.x in this version, whilst still providing 

support for APEX 21.1.x, 20.2.x, 20.1.x, 19.2.x, 19.1.x, 18.2.x, 18.1.x and 5.1.x. 

As per our previous version releases we no longer support APEX 5.0.x and 

lower versions. 

This is a very light release as the current framework is rather comprehensive 

and we also wanted to provide 21.2 support as quickly as possible. 
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21.1.0 Enhancements 

Conditionally Display the Row Expander per Row 

In this release we are adding an enhancement to support conditionally 

hiding/showing the row expander. You can achieve this by including a “Hidden 

Field” column in your grid SQL with a column alias named 

“FX_HIDE_EXPANDER” with a value of “Y” to hide the row expander. You can 

find an example in our documentation app on page: 1100 
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Button Sub Menu Radio/Checkbox selection 

In this release we are adding an enhancement to support you adding 

additional config to control adding checkbox and radio selection possibility to 

button sub menu’s 

 

 

You can find an example on page 7210 in the documentation app. 

21.1.0: Behaviour Changes 

Oracle APEX 21.1.x Support 

We now officially support APEX 21.1.x in this version, whilst still providing 

support for APEX 20.2.x, 20.1.x, 19.2.x, 19.1.x, 18.2.x, 18.1.x and 5.1.x. As per 

our previous version releases we no longer support APEX 5.0.x and lower 

versions. 

This is a very light release as the current framework is rather comprehensive 

and we also wanted to provide 21.1 support as quickly as possible. 
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20.2.0 New Features 

FOEX Execute PLSQL Code 

The FOEX Execute PL/SQL Code dynamic action plug-in introduces some 

enhancements to the existing "Execute PL/SQL Code" dynamic action that APEX 

provides. These additional features include: 

1. Providing a processing icon whilst optionally masking the background 

either at the region or page level 

2. Declarative Success & Error Notifications 

3. Submitting and returning CLOB data using page items or Javascript 

variables 

4. Returning the execution results to a Javascript variable 

5. Optionally suppressing the change event on page item values that are 

returned 

Advanced Usage 

We have also extended the "Execute PL/SQL Code" capabilities for to return 

additional instructions to the browser. Allowing you to perform additional 

actions after your PLSQL has been executed and avoiding the need for creating 

additional dynamic actions. Things like hiding/showing items & regions, 

refreshing them, returning item errors, and more. Using these advanced 

instructions can save you the overhead of creating many actions. 

You can find a new demo under “Dynamic Actions” within the cookbook 

application. 
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20.2.0 Enhancements 

Sparkline Charts in Grid Columns 

In this release we are adding an enhancement to support including Sparkline 

charts within grids. You simply need to provide a colon delimited list of values 

for the chart data source (i.e. the column in your SQL query) and provide 

some additional config in the “FOEX Config” dialog for the grid column e.g. 

"xtype": "widgetcolumn", 
"widget": { 
   "xtype": "sparklineline", 
   "bind": "{record.MY_COLUMN_ALIAS}" 

}  

 

You can find a demo on page 1540 in the cookbook application: 
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Conditional Checkbox Selection 

In this release we are adding an enhancement to the checkbox selection 

model for the grid & tree grid. By adding a specific column you your grid 

query named “FXSELECT” with a Y/N value you can control whether or not the 

checkbox is shown for selection rows.  You can find a demo for the grid on 

page 1060 e.g. 

You can find a demo for the tree grid on page 3130 e.g. 
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Showing Text in Row Actions 

In this release we are adding an enhancement to row actions that allow you to 

add text values in addition the existing icon functionality. To add text values 

you need to adjust your row action JSON to use “text” and “textCls” e.g. 

"xtype": "foexactioncolumn", 
"maxWidth": 60, 
"items": [{ 
   "text": "Reset", 
   "textCls": "my-row-action-text", 
   "action": "RESET", 
   "tooltip": "Reset Approval to initial status" 
}] 

You can style your text using the provided “textCls” value e.g. 

.my-row-action-text { 
    color: blue; 
    text-decoration: underline; 
} 
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Save the Path of the Selected Node and Expand 

We have updated the Tree Grid so in addition to saving the current row 

selection(s), you can save their path(s) and expand the tree to these nodes on 

tree reload.  

This is the ideal solution when you have searched and found a record that 

matches your search, and you want to clear the search and expand to this 

node in the tree on reload. 

How do I enable this functionality? Simply add an extra page item to the track 

selections attribute and we’ll do the rest 

e.g. 
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Set Column Value on Column Change  

We have updated the Grid & Tree Grid, “Set Column Value on Column 

Change” action to allow you to return a JSON encoded string to set multiple 

column values using a key:value mapping 

e.g. 

{ “COMPANY_NAME”: “GameStop”,”MARKET_CAP”: 10000000000} 
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Initialization Javascript Code Support 

We have added Initialization Javascript Code support to the grid, tree grid, 

form, content loader, list view, grid/tree combo. You can make last second 

changes to the config right before the component is instantiated. This is 

especially useful for the grid/tree combo so you can change the column 

settings, since previously there is no simple way to add specific 

customisations for specific columns.g. Date Format etc. 

function(options) { 
    options.title = 'New Title'; 
    return options; 
} 

Note: if you need this added to more components, let us know. 
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Documentation App: Copy Demo Links to Clipboard 

We have updated the FOEX cookbook documentation app and added the 

ability for you to copy demo URL links to the clipboard by a simple link click. 

This link will open the main cookbook page i.e. 30 and then automatically 

content load the demo page in question. e.g. 

Documentation App: Preview Settings 

We have updated the FOEX cookbook documentation app and added the 

ability for you to preview the page setup in a page designer styler previewer 

window/dialog. This allows you to check the page setup without having to 

login to the page designer. This will hopefully save you some valuable time. 

Note: it’s not 100% the same as the page designer, but it’s pretty close. 
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20.2.0: Behaviour Changes 

Oracle APEX 20.2.x Support 

We now officially support APEX 20.2.x and 20.1.x in this version, whilst still 

providing support for APEX 19.2.x, 19.1.x, 18.2.x, 18.1.x and 5.1.x. As per our 

previous version releases we no longer support APEX 5.0.x and lower 

versions. 

Grid CLOB Support 

We now officially support CLOB columns in grids. There is a new grid / page 

item binding example based on a club value. Please note that when you have 

data in your row > 4K then you need to disable the “Extended Search” setting 

in the grid config to avoid an exception: 
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Content Loading 

If you have a static region defined on your page with no parent region it will 

now fall back to iframe mode. In the previous version(s) it was simply excluded 

from the page along with any child items or regions thus causing some issues. 

Note: this may aff ect developers that originally developed their pages in an 

older version of FOEX via to the introduction of locating content into the 

“current page”  i.e. SPA mode. This is because it was a design pattern to add 

hidden page items under a static region with no parent region.  

We suggest that if you have a static region only with hidden page items that 

you move these items to a region under your viewport hierarchy and remove/

delete the static region.  

You can query the following view to see which pages cannot be loaded in SPA 

mode. This change in behaviour affects  “HAS_NON_FOEX_REGIONS” e.g. 

SELECT * 
FROM   FX_V_APPLICATION_PAGE_SPA_CHK 
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20.2.0 Important Notes 

Refresh the Universal Theme 

If you are using APEX 20.x or are upgrading to this version, we strongly 

recommend that you refresh the Universal theme. This is because APEX has 

introduced some new changes to the theme that will affect your application. 

One symptom you might see is that there is no padding on the body text or 

buttons in your APEX modal dialog.  

To refresh the theme: 
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4.2.0 New Features 

FOEX LIVE - Live Editing using Websockets 

We are introducing a new (separately licensable) addon to introduce live 

editing capability of the grid, tree grid, and editable list views. You will be able 

to see realtime changes and a realtime visualization of other users modifying 

data in the same view of data you are viewing. 

For some businesses the difference between knowing something now vs in 1 

minute from now can have a huge impact. It can save lives, it can give you a 

competitive advantage, it can make you more money. This is what you get with 

FOEX Live, seeing your data changes in realtime and being able to 

immediately respond and make decisions based on these changes. This is 

achieved using websockets. 
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 Setup is simple as checking a checkbox under the options within your region 

attributes. You can configure an unlimited amount of regions within your 

application as well as broadcast between regions that share similar data. You 

can also customise a number of settings in the FOEX Config dialog e.g. 
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PLSQL API 

We also include a PLSQL API so that you can directly send out updates 

directly from the database, in the cases where data is being modified on the 

back end separate from the front end grid, tree grid, list views. Here is a basic 

example: 

DECLARE 

  l_cursor SYS_REFCURSOR; 
  l_oid    FX_T_DEMO_COMPANY.OID%TYPE;    

BEGIN 

  l_oid := v('P1_OID'); 

  OPEN l_cursor FOR 
    SELECT OID 
         , COMPANY_NAME 
         , STREET_ADDRESS 
         , POSTAL_CODE 
         , CTY_OID 
         , PHONE_NO 
         , EMAIL 
      FROM FX_T_DEMO_COMPANY 
      WHERE OID = l_oid; 
   
  fx_p_websocket_notify.data_notification 
    ( p_static_ids => 'CELL_EDIT_GRID,ROW_EDIT_GRID' -- 
you can update multiple regions 
    , p_cursor     => l_cursor 
    , p_operation  => 'update' -- create, update, delete 
    ); 
     
END; 
/ 
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Security 

You can use SSL mode for both the Websocket and REST endpoint or HTTP 

during development. We use encryption to secure connection to the web 

sockets and what columns users are allowed to see to ensure that data or 

parts of data are not broadcast to users who should not see it. 

The encrypted data uses the AES 256-bit algorithm with Cipher Block 

Chaining and PKCS #5 padding. 

FOEX Websocket Component Settings 

Note: if you would like to use this feature you will need to purchase an addon 

license. It has a requirement to install Node.js and our Node application that 

handles the web socket registrations and message relaying. 
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4.2.0 Enhancements 

Debounce & Throttle Dynamic Actions 

In this release we are adding some additional dynamic actions to provide 

some missing functionality in APEX, which is the ability to deal with actions 

that fire to frequently e.g. you probably don't want your TRUE actions to fire 

until a keyup event (when the user is typing) until they have stopped typing for 

say 1 second. These new actions we are adding are Debounce & Throttle. 

What's the difference between Debounce and Throttle? 

Debouncing enforces that a function not be called again until a certain 

amount of time has passed without it being called. As in "execute this action 

only if 500 milliseconds have passed without it being called." 

Throttling enforces a maximum number of times a function can be called over 

time. As in "execute this action at most once every 500 milliseconds." 

The interesting thing about these actions is that they only apply to proceeding 

actions, so you can define actions before them that will fire every time the 

event fires, thus giving you much more flexibility.  

Note: the only requirement when using these actions is, you must set "Wait 

For Result" to “Yes”, otherwise they will not work. 
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Inactivity Timeout 

We have introduced an improvement to both the Timer and Message Box 

plugins to allow developers to easily include an inactivity timeout warning. The 

Timer plugin has a new inactivity timer option which will be triggered when 

the user has not moved their mouse or pressed a key for X many seconds. 

The "Message Box" improvement provides a progress indicator with a timeout 

message. The OK button is included to allow the user to prevent the default 

action from occurring e.g. page reload, session timeout etc. Since the 

"Message Box" allows you to define PLSQL you can use this setting in 

conjunction with the application Idle timeout to prevent the APEX session 

from timing out as well. Or you could use the "No/Cancel/Timeout" PLSQL to 

log the user out e.g. 

apex_authentication.logout(:SESSION, :APP_ID); 
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Grid/Tree Grid Single Select with Deselect Capability 

You now have the option to choose single select mode with deselect 

capability. To deselect the user simply needs to click the selected row again. 
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Define namespaces for caching 

As some pages in your app might be viewed differently depending upon 

session state, you now have 2 new caching options under FOEX Application 

Settings that allow you to namespace your cache entries using an application 

item named: FOEX_CACHING_NAMESPACE. You can choose from the 

following cache options: 

You can also add the following (optional) parameter to all the delete 
cache API’s “p_namespace” e.g. 

BEGIN 
   FX_P_CACHING.delete_user_cache 
   ( p_app_id    => 107 
   , p_page_id   => 'ALL' 
   , p_username  => 'FOEX.SUPPORT' 
   , p_namespace => 'TEST1,TEST2' 
   ); 
   COMMIT; -- optional 
END; 
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Provided the ability to listen to all A JAX Errors 

We have introduced a new event in the FOEX Actions plugin that will allow you 

to respond to all A JAX errors fired by the framework. This event is fired on the 

“body” tag so you must use a jQuery selector for the When section e.g. 

Alert Pending Changes on Tab Switch 

There is now an option to alert on pending changes before switching tabs. To 
enable this please add the following config to the additional config attribute to 
the region plugin that has the tab panel layout defined: 

 "alertPendingChangesOnTabSwitch":true 

Use a Custom AOP Template on Grid Export 

We have introduced support for the Grid AOP Export to use a custom template 
and provide page item substitution support e.g. to show toolbar filter values. To 
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specify a custom template for the grid AOP export please include the following 
additional config: 

"fxAOPTemplate":"myCustomTemplate.xlsx", 

"fxAOPItemsToSubmit": “P1_ITEM1,P1_ITEM2" 

Note: only #APP_IMAGES# or #WORKSPACE_IMAGES# are supported for 
template locations. It checks the application images fi rst for the template. 

A grid new option to “Reload on Delete" 

There is now an option to reload the grid on delete of a record. To enable this 
please add the following config to the additional config attribute to the grid 
plugin: 

 "loadOnDelete":true 

A grid new option to remember “Rows per Page” 

There is now an option to save the state of the pagination “rows per page” i.e. it 
will remember the users selection when changed from the default if you have 
enabled state saving in the “FOEX Application Settings” under “Component 
Settings”. To enable this please add the following config to the additional config 
attribute to the grid plugin: 

 "statefulPaging":true 
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A new declarative grid option to "Save all Records" 

We now have a declarative option in the grid which allows you to save all 

records shown in the grid, even if they haven’t been changed. This can be 

required in cases where you need to validate the new changes to one row 

against all the existing rows. 

You can access the entire set of records currently being processed using the 

following API: 

fx_p_grid_api.get_crud_requests; 

It will return an OBJECT Type:  

create or replace TYPE FX_CRUD_REQUESTS_T AS OBJECT 
( RECORDS             FX_CRUD_REQUESTS_TT  -- The current record values 
, REGION_ID           NUMBER               -- Plugin Region ID 
, REPORT_REGION_ID    NUMBER               -- Grid Sub Report Region ID 
(Only Applicable to the Grid Plugin) 
, MEMBER FUNCTION all_values_in_column_match 
  ( SELF IN OUT NOCOPY FX_CRUD_REQUESTS_T 
  , p_column_name VARCHAR2 
  , p_type        VARCHAR2 DEFAULT NULL 
  ) RETURN BOOLEAN 
, MEMBER FUNCTION get_record 
  ( SELF IN OUT NOCOPY FX_CRUD_REQUESTS_T 
  , p_index PLS_INTEGER 
  ) RETURN FX_CRUD_REQUEST_T 
, MEMBER FUNCTION count 
  ( SELF IN OUT NOCOPY FX_CRUD_REQUESTS_T 
  ) RETURN PLS_INTEGER 
); 
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Auto Size content height in the grid row expander 

We now provide the ability to auto size the height of the expander 

contents.when loading pages. To do this you need to make two changes: 

1. In the Grid Config set “Expander Height” to “auto” e.g. 

2. In the page opened by the expander change the viewport layout using the 

“Additional Config” attribute to: "layout":{"type":"auto"} e.g. 
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Add list support to grid column search menu 

By adding the following additional config you your grid column you can turn 

the text filter into a list filter. You have the option of making this single or 

multi-select e.g. 

Single Select 

"filter":{"type":"list","single":true} 

Multi-Select 

"filter":{"type":"list","single":false} 
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New Tree Grid expand/collapse row(s) Dynamic Action 

We now provide a dynamic action to expand/collapse tree grid rows. Similar 

to the “Select Rows” plugin you can locate the rows by several methods. You 

have the choice of locating the target rows by: 

 • Row index 

 • Column/Value 

 • Selected row(s) 

 • Javascript Expression 

 • Page Item 

 • Triggering Event 
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Triggering Event in Dynamic Actions to locate rows 

You now have the option to choose the “Triggering Event” to locate the rows 

when performing actions like “Refresh Row(s)”. It will use the record(s) passed 

in the event data attribute i.e. “this.data” 

This is useful so you don’t have to perform a row lookup on the row, say when 

you right click on it. You will just use the row that is in the event context. 

Sync changes made POST Processing Procedure hooks 

We will now automatically pick up any additional changes made to the grid 

row being updated if you update it again in the POST Processing procedure 

and return these to the browser. 
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Tooltips added to Form nav buttons without labels 

When setting “Hide Pagination Labels” to “No” we will automatically add a 

tooltip to the navigation buttons e.g. 

The text is changeable/translatable using text messages e.g. 
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4.2.0: Behaviour Changes 

Oracle APEX 19.2.x Support 

We now officially support APEX 19.2 in this version, whilst still providing 

support for APEX 19.1.x, 18.2.x, 18.1.x and 5.1.x. As per our previous version 

release we no longer support APEX 5.0.x and lower versions. 

“FOEX Tree Grid - After Row Select” Event 

We have fixed an inconsistency between the grid and tree grid. The After 

Select event will fire after a single select event i.e. only one row is selected. If 

more than one row is selected then the “FOEX Tree Grid - After Row Multi-

Select” event will be fired. So if you have a tree grid with multi-selection 

capability please check if you have any dynamic actions that listen to this 

event to see if they have been affected. You can use the following query to 

query the data dictionary: 

SELECT *  
FROM   APEX_APPLICATION_PAGE_DA 
WHERE  WHEN_EVENT_INTERNAL_NAME = 
'PLUGIN_COM.FOEX.PLUGIN.TREEGRID|REGION TYPE|gridselect' 
/ 

We have introduced a new event that you can use to listen to both the single 

& multi-select within one event “FOEX Tree Grid - After Row or Multi-Row 

Select”. Note: the grid also has this new event:  “FOEX Grid - After Row or 

Multi-Row Select” 
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Tree Grid Confirm Delete on Button Click 

Another inconsistency between the tree grid and grid was that the tree grid 

by default did not prompt you to confirm the deletion of the selected records. 

We have rectified this by setting this confirmation message as the default 

behaviour. It can be overridden in the additional config using: 

"confirmDelete": false 

4.2.0: Known Issues 

KanBan Live Editing Demo 

There are some issues that occur in the runtime KanBan demo with “Live 

Editing (websockets)” enabled. Reordering ability by Drag & Drop no longer 

works when other users have made changes to the cards and you try to 

reorder these same cards.  We are fixing this post release. 
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4.1.0 New Features 

Drag & Drop 

Drag and drop is an intuitive way of copying, moving and rearranging things. 

In this latest release of FOEX we are introducing a very flexible dynamic action 

that will allow you to drag & drop across regions or re-order rows/items in 

existing regions. There is no limit the number of regions you can drag/drop 

between and you can drag & drop across regions defined on different pages 

loaded in single page mode using the content loader or window plugins. The 

following is a demo of two-way dragging and dropping tasks across 3 list view 

region plugins. 

You will be able to copy or move records between grids, trees, tree grids, list 

views. You will be able to drop the records from the previously mentioned 

regions into forms, fiedsets, page items, static regions, PLSQL regions, Code 

Editor, and buttons.  
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To perform both actions you can use the Ctrl key whilst dragging to perform a 

copy operation if move is already enabled. You can automatically map the 

columns from one region to another if the column aliases are the same, or 

you can manually provide a mapping. You can also control what happens with 

selections post dropping. In the initial release these are the available settings 

to choose from: 
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JET Chart Master Detail & SPA Support 

With the introduction of JET Charts in APEX 5.1, the visualization capability of 

APEX out of the box increased dramatically. We have taken the step to 

integrate the existing APEX JET Chart region with our plugins and provide 

single page application support across different pages. We have introduced 

the ability to select chart items and perform master detail relations using our 

dynamic action plugin in combination with our existing region plugins like the 

grid, tree, tree grid, form, and list view. 

We have taken this step because JET Charts offers a superior charting solution 

compared to the Ext JS charts which we have been using in earlier versions of 

FOEX. Moving forwards from this 4.1 release we would strongly suggest that 

everyone uses a JET Chart instead of our chart plugin. If you require more 

functionality than what we currently provide please let us know as we will 

happily introduce more features in future versions of FOEX. 
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New Page Items 

We are introducing three new page item plugins:  

• Color Picker 

• Toggle Button  

• Sparkline Charts 

The color picker can appear as a select list or as a button and has extensive 

colour formats which can be returned. 

The toggle button behaves like a switch with customization over labels, icons, 

background colors, and rounding or square edges 

The sparkline chart item plugin allows you to show mini charts inline within 

other form items. This can be useful in situations where a chart is overkill and 

a smaller simpler representation suffices e.g. for use in toolbars. 
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Editable List Views 

To easily support the new drag & drop feature with list item re-ordering 

support we extended the List View plugin to be editable. You can now use the 

same functionality as the grid/tree grid to save the list data. This ensures that 

it's very simple to save changes using just several plugin settings with zero 

programming overhead. However we still provide a custom processing option 

on the occasions you need it, which is the same design as the grid & tree grid 

for consistency and code reusability purposes. Here are the additional editing 

settings you will find on the list view: 
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Automatically add new values to LOV's 

Sometimes you have LOV's in your application where users need to add a 

new value to the list. As a developer it's normally an annoyance/cumbersome 

process to provide a button next to the list that opens a popup with a form to 

add the extra value. 

From version 4.1 of FOEX we now take this headache away for you, all you 

need to do is add a few settings to your LOV and we will take care of the rest: 
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You have the ability to include the “Return Value” as well as the “Display Value” 

in the form using some additional custom config attributes  

You can even associate your own window region plugin to provide a more 

complex form that can have more fields than just the return/display values by 

simply providing the "addValueRegionId": "MY_REGION_STATIC_ID" e.g. 
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Quick Pick Support 

We have added quick pick support to all list of values plugins. To display quick 

picks next to your form field you can use the APEX Quick Picks settings of the 

page item.  

In FOEX you have two display options for the quick picks: they can be 

displayed either as links below the field or as menu buttons. The default is to 

show quick picks as a menu button. If you prefer to display your quick picks as 

links, please use the following setting in your field's Custom Config: 

"quickPickDisplayType": "links" 
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Field Icons 

Field Icons serve as visual indicators usable in all editable FOEX form page 

items on the left or right side (or both) of the input field. They are not new 

page item plugins but a configuration setting on existing page items, i.e. you 

will need to pass a setting in the field's Custom Config. Let's take a look how 

this setting is supposed to look like: 

"fieldIcons": { 
    "carIcon": { 
        "iconCls": "fa fa-car", 
        "iconSize": 20, 
        "width": 20, 
        "color": "#CCC", 
        "backgroundColor": "#FFF", 
        "position": "before", 
        "showRightBorder": true, 
        "showLeftBorder": false, 
        "text": "Lorem Ipsum", 
        "textCls": "text-cls", 
        "focusCls": "focus-cls", 
        "extraCls": "extra-cls", 
        "weight": 1 
    } 
} 
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Updated Template Application 

In earlier versions of FOEX we provided a blank template application which 

had all our plugins and templates loaded, which you copied as a starting point 

for creating new applications. However that was it! We didn't include any 

pages since it was a minimal starting point, but everyone  found it too 

minimal. 

So in this release we have included a main navigation page with a navigation 

region, navigation bar and a number of dynamic actions that gives you a 

quicker starting point to getting your application up and running. 

Note: if you're not happy with what’s included simply change or remove it 

when you start building your new application. It's there to give you one idea of 

how to get started, but you have full control over how you want your 

application to look & behave. There are many diff erent ways that you could 

design your application, we have just included the most popular style. 
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New APEX Integration Showcase 

See how you can use the grid or tree grid as a standalone region on a regular 

APEX page. The regions will work with responsive design and auto resize on 

window resize and navigation collapse. 

Alternatively you can use everything FOEX has to offer on a regular APEX page 

by starting with a layout region as the parent region and then nest whichever 

FOEX plugin you like below 
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Other New Features 

Tab switch & Navigation Region Sync 

• the navigation plugin when used with a content loader dynamic action will 

automatically sync it’s selection with the current tab. So when you switch tabs 

the correct navigation item will be selected and scrolled to. You can disable 

scrolling by adding the following config setting to your navigation plugin 

custom config: 

"disableScrollOnTabSync": true 

New Region Spacer Plugin 

• using this plugin you can now easily add space between your regions. Choose 

either a fixed width/height or variable amount using a flex setting, and style 

the background colour app wide using the themeroller, or provide your own 

custom color. 

New Timer dynamic action 

• this is a useful plugin for providing timed actions either on a unlimited basis 

or X number of timeouts. This plugin is a replica of the timer plugin that the 

APEX team provided on their website. We made the decision to include our 

own version to avoid an external requirement for you to install and manage a 

separate plugin.  

Call A JAX Callback (CLOB) 

• using this plugin you can call A JAX callbacks additionally passing in the 

p_clob_01 variable which can be accessed in PLSQL using 

apex_application.g_clob_01 the benefit of this plugin is that it has wait for 

result support so your proceeding TRUE actions can wait before the callback 

completes  
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4.1.0 Enhancements 

Character counting on Textareas 

There is a new setting on text areas allowing you to display the character 

count/remaining characters in textures that have a maximum length defined 

Enter the character counter text you would like displayed. The substitutions 
are as follows: 

 • {0} - this is the current character count 
 • {1} - this is the maximum character length 
 • {2} - this is the number of characters remaining 

This is how it looks: 

Disable Tabpanel Drag & Drop Reordering & Menu  

You can exclude tab re-ordering and the close menu using the following 

settings in the additional config of the region that you define the tab panel 

layout: 
"excludeTabMenu":true 
"excludeTabReordering":true 
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Text Field & Textarea Trim Spaces 

We now provide a declarative setting on text fields and text areas that allow 

you to strip whitespace at the start and/or end of the inputted text 

Themeroller Improvements 

We have introduced some additional control to the theme roller to style the 

region header padding, font, font weight, and font size, and form label e.g. 
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Suppress Grid Validation Error Notification 

You can now suppress the grid/tree grid validation error message 

notifications by adding the following config to the additional config attribute: 

"suppressValidationErrorMessage":true 

Generic A JAX Error Handler 

We have introduced a new event in the FOEX Actions plugin that will allow you 

to respond to all A JAX errors fired by the framework. This event is fired on the 

“body” tag so you must use a jQuery selector for the When section: 

Other Enhancements 

• Warn on unsaved changes now is based on the APEX page & item settings 

• We added the ability to search badge text in the navigation region plugin 

• Added the a new option to the navigation region plugin to allow you to 

“Select First Row On Load” 

• We added a new validation setting to the form (similar to the grid/tree grid) 

so you can perform all your form validations in a single PLSQL function 

• Cross page master detail setup improvements you now listen to "FOEX XXX - 

Initialize Master Details" event on your master region 
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• Added a new option on the grid so you can choose the position where new 

grid rows will be added in when using row or cell editing e.g. start/end or 

before/after selected row(s) 

• We added a generic click handler to the toolbar to respond to all button 

click types e.g. split button, menu button, cycle butt, regular button 

• You can now configure the search field on the navigation plugin using the 

following attribute “searchFieldConfig”:{….} e.g. to add quickpicks 

"searchFieldConfig": { 
    "quickPicks": { 
        "showQuickPicks": true, 
        "items": [{ 
            "displayVal": "4.1 New Features", 
            "returnVal": "4.1" 
        }, { 
            "displayVal": "What's New", 
            "returnVal": "New" 
        }] 
    } 
} 

• Badge text is now searchable on the navigation plugin search field 

• You can now select a row on grid row expand click if you use the following 

config setting:  

"selectRowOnExpand":true 

• You can now add the following setting to the FOEX Combo and Popup LOV 

to refresh on expand when the LOV mode is set to “remote” 

"refreshOnPickerExpand":true 

for grid columns (remote is the default): 

 "editor":{"refreshOnPickerExpand":true} 
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4.1.0 Behaviour Changes 

Oracle APEX 19.1.x Support 

We now officially support APEX 19.1 in this version, whilst still providing 

support for APEX 18.1.x and 5.1.x. We no longer support APEX 5.0.x 

Pending Changes Checking 

The pending changes checks are now based on the APEX page & item 

settings. For older FOEX applications that were created with earlier versions of 

APEX, when upgrading you will have to update your page settings as most 

likely they are disabled. We provide a script which you can change and run as 

a privileged user which will directly update the APEX metadata tables e.g. 

{FOEX_ZIP_FILE}/patches/v4_1_0/update_page_warn_on_unsaved_changes.sql 

Regions that include "skipPendingChangesCheck":true will in the 

additional config still be honoured 

Master Detail Setup Event Change 

To easily support cross page master detail setups so that they are done the 

same way as master detail relations on the same page, you now initialize the 

master detail setup on a new “Initialize Master Details” event fired on your 

master regions e.g. for master grids 

“FOEX Grid - Initialize Master Details”  

This same approach is also taken when setting up Drag & Drop actions on the 

same page or across pages you will use “Initialize Drag & Drop” event 
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List View is Deprecated 

We are deprecating the old list view plugin in favour of the new “FOEX List 

View (Editable)” since the new plugin is a superset of the old plugin including 

the new editing capability. 

Forms/Grids based on Collections 

We no longer truncate collections on page render, you will need to perform 

this step yourself. We will still create them automatically if they don’t exist. 
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4.0.1: Enhancements 

Oracle APEX 18.1.x Support 

We now officially support APEX 18.1 from this version onwards, whilst still 

providing support for APEX 5.1.x and 5.0.x. 

Grid Filter & Sorting State 

When state saving is enabled on a grid, by default we will save the column 

state as well as applied filters and sorting. You now have the option to remove 

the filter an/or sort state. To do this please add the following additional config 

to the grid: 

"saveSortState": false, 
"saveFilterState": false 
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4.0.1: Behaviour Changes 

Grid Hidden Columns 

In FOEX 4.0.0 we changed the behaviour of hidden grid columns so they are 

editable by default. In prior versions you required to set a default PLSQL 

expression, otherwise they were considered read only.  

In FOEX 4.0.0 we included an upgrade script within the installation to 

automatically upgrade these settings to set columns without a default to read 

only. However in FOEX 4.0.1 we have had to disable this script since you may 

be upgrading from FOEX 4.0.0 and it would incorrectly set editable grid 

columns to read only. 

Therefore If you are upgrading from v3.x or v2.x or v1.x of FOEX then you will 

need to run the following script as SYS after running “foex_install.sql” to 

ensure that the behaviour of editable grids with hidden columns remains the 

same 

SQL> @./patches/v4_0_0/grid_column_hidden_field_behaviour_change.sql 

Classic Themes 

We have reinstated the classic themes as some existing customers want to 

stick with this theme since it provides the best compact viewing experience. 

We have marked the theme choice as deprecated under “Shared 

Components” -> “Component Settings” -> “FOEX Application Settings” 

Theme Preference 
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You can now define the name of the user preference to save the theme 

selected by the Theme Switch dynamic action. This is done under “Shared 

Components” -> “Component Settings” -> “FOEX Application Settings” the 

default value now is: FOEX_THEME_&APP_ID. so that the theme is now 

application specific. If you define the same name across multiple applications 

then the switched theme will be applied across these applications in the same 

workspace. 

Grid Column Binding 

When binding page item date pickers to “Hidden Field” grid columns you must 

specify the format mask within the grid column additional config within the 

FOEX Settings dialog. Note: the mask must match the picker e.g. 

"formatMask": "DD-Mon-YYYY HH24:MI" 
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4.0.1: Bug Fixes 

The following fixes are included 

• FXP-3728 Install of FOEX on 18.1 does not work when there is no previous 
installation of FOEX 

• FXP-3727 Chart Series Click events are not being fired in single page mode 

• FXP-3726 Page Items to Submit is not set correctly in single page mode for 
the list view and big number 

• FXP-3725 Grid retain selection across refresh is not being honoured after 
FXP-3685 

• FXP-3721 Date picker alt formats missing support for DD MM YYYY 

• FXP-3718 Toolbar menu data has a 32K hard limit 

• FXP-3716 Enabling caching breaks some pages when running in single page 
mode 

• FXP-3713 Grid cascading LOV should restrict the child LOV data if no parent 
is selected 

• FXP-3711 Bug fix for FXP-3138 which causes an issue when cleaning the ID 
value to be used as a DOM ID 

• FXP-3710 Caching of Grid LOV stores results in a NULL plugin A JAX request 
ID i.e. PLUGIN= 

• FXP-3709 Grid header search is not correctly filtering partial dates or 
decimal numbers which have a "," for the decimal point 

• FXP-3707 Grid grouping summary throws an error upon record creation/edit 

• FXP-3701 Grid refresh headers dynamic action does not work correctly 
when state saving is enabled and previous grid state is applied 

• FXP-3695 The default sort descending direction is being incorrectly added in 
lowercase format to the grid config settings 

• FXP-3694 Grid set page item values dynamic action is not setting the value 
when it is Zero an empty string is being set 
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• FXP-3693 #ITEM_NAME# values are not substituted when using the "Set 
Header Search Values" action 

• FXP-3691 Setting allowBlank to false is not preventing the grid row from 
being saved when the value is NULL when it should prevent it and mark the 
cell invalid 

• FXP-3690 Grid Cancel/Complete Edit do not resume TRUE actions when the 
grid is read only 

• FXP-3689 Window config attribute iframeId is not being updated when the 
WINDOW ID has not been set. This causes a duplicate component ID issue 

• FXP-3687 Button shortcuts are getting triggered multiple times in 
combination with the content loader in single page mode 

• FXP-3686 Form items with 2 way data binding are not transferring their 
values when the form field is invalid 

• FXP-3685 Change the GRID unique identifier in Javascript to use an internal 
identifier to avoid a default value being populated like: Model-
#REGION_STATIC_ID#-XX 

• FXP-3684 Add grid rows action should complete the current edit not cancel 

• FXP-3683 Grid max length validation failing when a null value is passed as a 
key 

• FXP-3682 A PLSQL numeric or value error can be raised for some grids 
when outputting it's JSON to the print buffer 

• FXP-3681 iFrame Covers are not being removed on touch enabled laptops 

• FXP-3678 When state saving is enabled on the grid combo the 
"loadOnSearchOnly" option is not honoured 

• FXP-3677 The sum in the summary row is not hidden when its column is 
hidden 

• FXP-3676 Form field validation failures are not being set when the form is 
invalid, caused by FXP-3493 

• FXP-3672 Refreshing grid causes blank space in the table (rows not 
rendered/invisible) for buffered scrolling grids 

• FXP-3671 Master detail relations used with content loader regions which do 
not restrict detail data do not load when "Load on Demand' is used 
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• FXP-3670 A window with page item values in the URL is not being set on 
refresh when content is loaded into the current page i.e. Single Page Mode 

• FXP-3669 MD5 check is being enabled by default for read only tree grids 

• FXP-3668 Refreshing grid column LOV throws an error when the grid is not 
rendered 

• FXP-3665 Not possible to bind values to the HTMLEditor 

• FXP-3657 Increase the grid Select List LOV limit from 200 to 2000 as per the 
form field for consistency 

• FXP-3656 Hidden items with default values that contain substitution strings 
are not substituted by the form plugin on page render 

• FXP-3653 Grid column menu entries "Lock" and "Unlock" are missing text 

• FXP-3652 Buttons are bing enabled by the grid/form automatic button 
management when they were disabled by a dynamic action 

• FXP-3651 Freeze column with blank header causes the header not to 
display and a display issue arises 

• FXP-3650 Varying vertical spacing between Form Items across different 
triton themes 

• FXP-3647 NlsNumberField changes format and moves the cursor before the 
user finished typing 

• FXP-3645 Form checksum issue when trying to insert data in a form which 
was previously loaded when master detail da is used in grid->form 1:1 
relationship 

• FXP-3643 ContinueIf dynamic action can raise a javascript error on 
this.browserEvent.stopImmediatePropagation in some cases 

• FXP-3642 Page level refresh event raises JS error on the 2nd load when 
loading content into the current page 

• FXP-3641 Master detail does not work on a window (or when a jQuery 
selector is used for the affected elements) when the page is loaded into the 
current page 

• FXP-3640 Window cross origin iframe issue when loading external pages 

• FXP-3639 Enabling caching on a page with a grid combo raises: ORA-30625: 
method dispatch on NULL SELF argument is disallowed 
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• FXP-3638 State Saving and Caching have invalid A JAX request values 

• FXP-3637 Grid columns set to "Hidden Field" are being not being excluded 
in filtered CSV export 

• FXP-3636 Locked grid with header search and locked columns does not stay 
in sync on unlocked columns scroll 

• FXP-3634 Display field on LOV is incorrectly refreshing on page load when it 
has a value set 

• FXP-3633 File Browse page item download button raises Invalid A JAX Call 

• FXP-3632 FOEX Hidden Page Item raises checksum error when protected 
setting = YES 

• FXP-3630 Master Detail (Grid/Form --> Form) using a Content Loader Region 
as Detail raises "ORA-20987: APEX - ERR-1002 Unable to find item ID for 
item …." 

• FXP-3628 Grid combo multiselect cascading LOV issue  

• FXP-3627 Duplicate xtype added when menu item is a separator item 

• FXP-3625 CKEditor Image browser missing FontAwesome and Translation 
apexMessages.js file 

• FXP-3623 Forms loaded on the server before page load are not detecting 
the form has been loaded 

• FXP-3621 Content loader title substitution is not done in single page mode 

• FXP-3614 Dynamic Grid error when column named with 'FX' and generic 
columns is used 

• FXP-3589 APEX does raises a JS exception if "null" or "undefined" is returned 
for values (Regression Fix) 
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4.0.0: New Features 

Performance Improvements 

FOEX 4.0 comes with lots of code optimizations & improvements, focused on 
reducing the initial page load and render times. 

Due to the extensive work we have done with optimizing our PLSQL code and  
the PLJSON library, page build times have been reduced from anywhere 
between 20-60%, depending on the number of regions, items & dynamic 
actions that you have on the page. 

 

 FOEX 4.1 

For our next release (FOEX 4.1), we have been performing extensive R&D on 12.2c 

Native JSON types and are working out how we can seamlessly switch to this new type 

whilst providing backwards compatibility for 12.1 and below database versions.               
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Our initial tests they results look really promising, so when we do introduce it 
you can expect even more performance gains.                                                                                    

Content Loading into the Current Page 

By definition this is how single page applications are designed. In previous 
versions we have mimicked this design by using iFrames, which presented a 
series of drawbacks: 

• iFrames cost close to 1 second to add to the DOM; 

• all scripts and CSS need to be (re)loaded and executed; 

• the Ext JS framework accounts for 3-4 seconds on page load to initialize & render 

Additionally: 

• all processes defined 'Before Header' will be executed; 

• inline CSS & JavaScript defined in the Page Definition will be included. 
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A transparent fallback to iFrame mode is also available for when a page does 
not meet our list of requirements or any Javascript exception is encountered 
when trying to load the page into the current page. 

This is an exciting step we are taking and one that will tick the box for direct 
comparison of APEX with React / Angular / Vaadin applications. 

Note: The iFrame approach is still required when you are mixing regular APEX 
regions with FOEX regions  e.g. JET Charts, since we are not yet currently able to 
render regular APEX regions in Single Page Mode. In future releases we’ll look to 
include support for regular APEX regions as well. 

Theme Roller Integration 

You can now customize your FOEX application style with the built-in APEX 
Theme Roller. You can change the entire look of your application with just 
several global level changes or use a more fine grained approach and 
customize at the individual plugin level. 

 
For this to work, you will need to use our less file with the defined rules for FOEX 
components. There are two options on how to include the file in your 
application: 
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1. Copy the FOEX Template Application as the base for your application 
the less file will be included automatically and you will not need to do 
anything else 

- OR - 

2. Include [foex source]/css/FoexVita.less in your application - set the path to 
the file in your application's theme's styles Theme Roller Attributes (Shared 
Components -> Themes -> Universal Theme -> THEME -> Input Parameter 
File URLs field) 

New Triton Themes (Compact & Mini) 

For customers which prefer a more data intensive and compact view or those 
who still use the classic themes we are providing two new variations of the 
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Triton theme: Compact and Mini. Both can be styled using the APEX Theme 
Roller. 

Note: You will need to switch over to using Font Awesome / Font APEX when 
using these theme's to ensure that icons are sized correctly. 

 

Grid/Tree 2-way data binding with page items 

FOEX 4.0 comes with the ability to use external page items to edit grid and tree 
grid data on row selection. 
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The data binding goes both ways: 

• Grid row changes are propagated to page items 

• Page item changes are propagated to the selected grid row 

 

Note: grids rows which have changes made are now identifi able with a blue 
triangle in the top left corner. This is in case you are editing hidden columns 
using the external page items, you will be able to visually see when the grid row 
has been changed/edited. 

4.0.0: Enhancements 

Navigation Plugin - Search 
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The navigation plugin now has an option to include a search field that will 

filter the navigation list based on the entry title and highlight the matches e.g. 
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Grid Column Help Text 

You now have the option to include help text for grid columns. You have the 

option of displaying it in the column menu e.g. 

 

or on hover of a help icon above the column menu drop down e.g. 
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You can enable this by simply including “helpText”:”some help info” in the 

report column’s additional config attribute. You can find a demo on page 1520 

in the FOEX Cookbook application. 

Switch APEX Theme Style (APEX 5.1 Only) 

Since we now provide styling of the Triton theme(s) using the APEX Theme 

Roller we have now included a dynamic action to switch the theme style.  

Note: this is only supported in APEX 5.1+ since it relies on an APEX PLSQL API 

that was introduced in this version. 
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Grid and Tree Grid Improvements 

We have included several new dynamic actions. The first is a set grid row 
values dynamic action. You can set multiple values in a row at a single time 

by providing a JSON object with “Column”:”Value” pairs.  

You can target rows by either using the current row selection (multirow 

selection is supported), a column/value search (using partial or extract 

matching), or using a single row index or index range e.g. 0 or 0-4 or 0,1,3,5. 

The second is a reject changes plugin that will allow you to easily reject 

changes for the current selected row(s), a column/value search or the entire 

grid.  

You can see an example in our FOEX Cookbook application on page 1252 for 

the Grid and page 3090 for the Tree Grid. 

Additional Tree Grid Improvements 

We provide a new action within the FOEX Tree Grid Actions plugin so that 

you can hide/show the tree root. By default the root is hidden since normally 

it is a pseudo element because the starting point normally is NULL i.e. Level 1 

records have a NULL for the parent ID.  

However in cases where you do start at a level where the parent ID is not null 

then we provide this dynamic action so you can show this starting point. You 

can see an example of this in our FOEX Cookbook application on page 3012. 

We have also included two new events to detect before and after the root 

node loads. This is to eliminate the requirement for a client side condition on 
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the regular “FOEX Tree Grid - After Node Load” event which fires for any node 

loaded in the tree.  

Listening to either of these events is useful for many reasons i.e. prevent the 

tree from reloading because of some conditional check. Or you may want to 

expand only Level 1 nodes when the tree loads. 

Slider Page Item Improvement 

We now provide the ability to format and show step values for the slider page 

item. You can format the labels by providing a format mask e.g. 

 

Close All Windows 

Due to the content loader change that loads pages into the current page we 

now include an option on the “FOEX Close Window” dynamic action to close 

all open windows prior to opening content via the content loader. 
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Content Loader Improvement 

It is now possible to set content loaders URL to the page currently loaded in 

the iFrame. This is useful when you are showing regular APEX pages and have 

navigated away from the original page loaded by the content loader.  

This is to ensure that on refresh of the content loader region (i.e. URL reload) 

the user can stay on the current page they are viewing. 

Cookbook Improvements 

We have included several new demos for existing plugins as well as adding 

demos for new functionality. We have enabled the new content loading into 

the current page functionality when navigation links are opened, but have 

also explicitly set some demos to run in the old iFrame mode. 

We now provide a more visible button on the info pane title to easily edit the 

pages you are viewing in the cookbook application so you can easily peek 

behind the scenes at the page setup and how the demo was put together 

using the described plugin(s) e.g. 
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4.0.0: Behaviour Changes 

Grid Columns set to “Hidden Field”  

Prior to v4.0 to make a grid column set to “Hidden Field” editable, you were 

required to set a “Default (PLSQL Expression)” setting. From v4.0 onwards we 

have changed this behaviour so now they are editable by default, and to make 

read only, you simply provide a “Readonly (PLSQL Expression)” e.g. 

If you are upgrading from a previous FOEX version we will automatically 

change this setting for you during the upgrade process.  
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Theme Preference  

When using the theme switch dynamic action we save this value to an APEX 

user preference named FOEX_THEME.  

APEX Preferences are applied at the workspace level therefore this theme 

preference will be applied across all FOEX applications that the user account 

has access to.  

If FOEX detects a theme preference for the user it will use this theme for the 

application. 

Removal of Sencha Ext JS Themes 

We have removed the Classic, Neptune, and Triton dark themes from this 

release.  

The Triton Mini/Compact themes have been included to match the sizing 

requirements of these removed themes: 

• Triton Mini -> Classic,  

• Triton Compact -> Neptune,  

• Triton Dark -> Triton.  

The Triton Dark theme is now an APEX theme style named FOEX Style 1.  

When upgrading FOEX from a previous version we will automatically change 

your application theme (if it is not Triton) for your existing applications based 

on this mapping.  
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Post upgrade you can manually change the theme to your desired selection 

under: Shared Components -> Component Settings -> FOEX Application 
Settings 

The reason for this behaviour change is because we provide theme roller 

integration only for the Triton theme. Effectively it is now our Universal Theme 

so to speak.  

This will reduce support requirements and also mean that we can include 

more functionality in the future that can be easily styled by you / your 

developer(s). 

Translation - Text Messages 

Globalization of FOEX components works by using APEX Text Messages. 

Starting with FOEX 4.0 we have changed the way we use and output these 

Text Messages.  

Before FOEX 4.0 we processed these messages in PL/SQL and output them 

on page render in a Javascript / JSON object.  

Starting with FOEX 4.0 we rely on the APEX engine generating these and 

including them in their messages.js javascript file which is downloaded on 

page load and subsequently cached for future page loads. 

This now means we have to create these text messages, if they do not already 

exist (previously we had used hardcoded defaults in PL/SQL), so that APEX can 

pick them up. 

The text messages are created when running a FOEX app for the first time 

from within an Application Builder session. On this first time you might notice 
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that some buttons do not show the proper text, but an internal message 

name like FOEX.JS.GENERAL.LOADING_MSG.  

This is due to a timing issue where the APEX messages.js file request fires 

before the texts are created. Simply reload the page again with a hard 

browser refresh (Shift+F5) and the problem should disappear. 

If you want to reference these text messages in your custom javascript code, 

you can use the apex.lang javascript namespace methods e.g. 

apex.lang.getMessage('FOEX.JS.GENERAL.LOADING_MSG') 

Content Loading into the Current Page 

The new option to load content into the “Current Page” means you can now 

load a page into a page. This is the definition/design of single page 

applications. This is the biggest design change we have added to the 

framework since the initial 1st release. 

Example: Let’s say page 30 is your main/parent page and you load page 50 

(child page) into it using the "Current Page" setting in the content loader.  

When page 50 is loaded into page 30 the page context is still page 30, it just 

has content from page 50 added to it. If you open session state or edit page 

from the developer toolbar page 30 will be the context.  

The same applies when you submit the page, the context is still page 30.  

There is no iFrame used in “Current Page” mode it is simply loaded into a 

HTML element on the page i.e. DIV. This element is created by the region's 
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layout manager which you are loading content into i.e. the affected element in 

the content loader dynamic action. 

From a technical point there is much more complexity to deal with when 

loading pages into the current page, the benefits outweigh this though, but 

you will find some situations where it will not fit, so you can fall back to the 

iFrame mode.  

You might end up having to mix some pages opening in iFrame mode and 

current page, and this applies to nested pages i.e. a page opened in an 

iFrame which also has a content loader which loads child pages into it i.e. 

using the current page setting.  

That might sound a bit confusing but you need to understand the concept 

especially in terms of nesting pages using content loaders.  

We have also designed this new feature to automatically fall back to iFrame 

mode when either a pre-condition is not met i.e. one of the following: 

1. The FOEX Desktop plugin is added to a page 

2. A 3rd party dynamic action is included on the page 

3. Any regular APEX regions defined on the page will mean that the page 

will be shown in iFrame mode  

4. If you want to open the same page multiple times you will need to open 

these pages in iFrame mode since you must use unique ID’s on a page 

and opening the same page will mean that the 2nd attempt to open the 

page will result in ID conflicts 

5. When an exception is raised in Javascript whilst trying to add the content 

to the current page we will transparently fall back to iFrame mode. 

Another important point to note is that in the old iFrame mode there is a 

clear boundary between pages so things like CSS and CSS classes on the 

parent page don't affect the child pages.  
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When we load content into the current page the CSS on the parent page can 

affect the child page loaded (and vice versa) because they are in the same 

HTML document and there is no separation - which the iFrame normally 

provides. 

Also please note that if you have open windows on child pages, which are 

loaded into the current page,  they will not be automatically hidden when 

new content gets loaded into the current page.  

With the iFrame mode, when the content loader fetches a new page and adds 

this new content into a new tab/iFrame, it means that the previous tab would 

be hidden and as a result the window too since their page boundary was the 

previous tab/iFrame, not the whole page.  

In this version you will have a new option in the “FOEX Close Window” 

dynamic action to close all open windows. You can use it before the content 

loader action to resolve the issue described above. 

Sencha Ext JS 

We have upgraded the underlying Sencha Ext JS framework from 6.2.1 to 

6.5.3. This could potentially effect any custom Ext JS code you have written in 

your application. So please check/test your custom code. 
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3.1.0: New Features 

Dropzone Multiple File Upload - Region Plugin 

We have included the Drop Zone plugin to complement/replace the usage of 

our existing multiple file upload page item. The plugin supports the exact 

same features of uploading files to tables, collections, and file system.  

Files can be uploaded via Drag & Drop and the area to drop them is the entire 

space of the region, making it easier to drop them into. The dropzone area 

will resize according to the region size when the parent region size changes. 

You also have the added feature of resizing images before upload. The plugin 

comes with an additional dynamic action plugin allowing you to clear/remove 

files from the dropzone as well as dynamically changing settings like allowed 

file types, size limits etc. 
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Progress Bar - Item Plugin 

You can now include either a static or dynamic progress bar item in toolbars 

or form regions to visually display the progress, usage, or completion of 

things. The progress bar gives you the ability to control the background/

progress color, text, and animation capability.  

The plugin comes with an associated dynamic action plugin allowing you to 

update the progress and dynamically change the colors. You can set the 

progress check interval, limit the number of requests, and also cancel the 

progress using actions. 
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Multiselect Grid Combo - Item Plugin 

One of the most long awaited features has finally arrived, selecting multiple 

values in a Grid Combo. This plugin features all the same features as a regular 

grid combo with the commission of setting other values on selection and all 

regular APEX dynamic action support is provided e.g. enable/disable  

An additional inclusion in this plugin (just like our other multi select items) is 

the ability to save the selections either as a colon delimited string in the table 

defined in the Form plugin settings or as individual records within an 

intersection table of your choice. 
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Icon - Item Plugin 

Another new page item addition is our icon item plugin. This plugin behaves 

similar to regular buttons, however is just a simple Font Awesome/Font APEX 

icon. Just like buttons you can add a badge to the icon to display some text or 

a count indicator. The icon can enabled/disabled or set to read-only to use it 

simply as a visual indicator. 

You can create dynamic actions that listen to the “FOEX Icon Click” event to 

perform desired actions. When the icon is disabled associated dynamic 

actions will not fire. The plugin provides settings to set the color states e.g. 

enabled/disabled as well as help text and badge information. 

The plugin comes with an additional dynamic action plugin “FOEX Icon 

Actions” which will allow you to dynamically change the icon colors, help text 

and badge information. 
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Return/Display Grid Combo - Item Plugin 

We have included another variation of our grid combo plugin which allows 

you to enter the ID value of a LOV and perform a lookup. This plugin is a 

familiar item type for Forms developers. The plugin supports the exact same 

features as the regular grid combo item including set other items on lookup/

selection.  

The plugin gives users the capability to locate the LOV record without having 

to open the picker/list, you simply can type in the ID value and press the 

“Enter” key. If found the record will be selected (and other page items will be 

set if configured), otherwise if an LOV record is not found the field will be 

reset. This improves performance by not having to load the LOV to locate/set 

a value. 
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Islamic Calendar Date Picker - Item Plugin 

We have included a new date picker that allows you to display and select 

dates based on the Islamic Hijri calendar. The plugin is based on the open 

source jQuery plugin found here. When used within the FOEX Form plugin, on 

form load the date value queried from the database, the date pickers item 

value will be automatically converted from a Gregorian value to a Hijri value. 

On form save the form value will be automatically converted from a Hijri value 

to a Gregorian value. Therefore the actual stored database value is always a 

Gregorian date. If you perform any dynamic action “Set Value” action then you 

must use the Hiiri value. 

The plugin supports the same features as our regular date picker including 

the ability to add a date range validation across two fields e.g. Start Date and 

End Date. An added bonus with this plugin is the ability to show multiple 

months at one time. This plugin will display correctly in Right-to-Left mode. 
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3.1.0: Enhancements 

Grid Client Side Validations 

The grid will now perform all client side validation on changed rows before 

saving them to the server, if there are any validation failures then these need 

to be rectified by the user before the save/A JAX call is made. The following list 

of checks will be performed if they have been set on the column editor: 

• Not Null (allowBlank: false) 

• Minimum Length (minLength) 

• Maximum Length (maxLength) 

• Minimum Value (minValue) 

• Maximum Value (maxValue) 

• Date Format (dateFormat) 

• Client Side Validation (vtype e.g. email, daterange) 
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Grid/Tree Grid Select Rows Dynamic Action 

You can now select multiple rows with the grid select row dynamic action. You 

can select the rows by using an index range or a search based on a column/

value search. The column/value matching can either be partial/exact or by 

using a regular expression. 

Grid/Tree Grid Refresh Rows Dynamic Action 

You can now refresh multiple rows with the grid refresh row dynamic action. 

You can refresh the rows by using the current row selection(s) or an index 

range or a search based on a column/value search. The column/value 

matching can either be partial/exact or by using a regular expression. 

Security 

Page Level Read Only conditions are now honoured by Grid & Form plugins. 

Please note: that read only conditions defined at the component level will 

override the page level condition. This will allow you to have some regions 

editable when the page is in read only mode. 

  

We now support the ability to reference the component information in 

authorizations using a FOEX API call. In order to do this one restriction is that 

you cannot cache the result within the Authorisation itself, but down’t worry 

within our code we will. You can use the following syntax within your 

authorisation PLSQL: 

nvl(fx_p_component_api.get_component_id  , :APP_COMPONENT_ID) 

nvl(fx_p_component_api.get_component_name, :APP_COMPONENT_NAME) 

nvl(fx_p_component_api.get_component_type, :APP_COMPONENT_TYPE) 
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Regular APEX: Execute PLSQL - Error Alert  

For visual and consistency reasons we have overridden the browser alert 

produced by the Execute PLSQL Code dynamic action when an error occurs 

with an Ext JS Alert. 

Notification Plugin  

You can now define your title/message using a Javascript Expression. Within 

this expression you can reference “this.data” to access any parameters 

passed into the calling event which the dynamic action listens to e.g. “After 

Grid Row Select” you can access “this.data.record.get(‘COLUMN’)” to access 

the cell values from the selected row 

Grid Cascading LOV’s  

You can now base your grid cascading LOV parents based on page items on 

the current page, not just columns from the current grid. 

New Tab Close and Disable Tab Dynamic Action  

We have included a new dynamic action to allow you to close/disable one or 

more tabs based on the current active tab, ID, or Tab Text. The tab ID/Text 

matching can either be partial/exact or by using a regular expression. 
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Continue IF Dynamic Action  

We have included a new option in the Continue IF dynamic action what gives 

you the chance to cancel the calling FOEX event e.g. you may listen to a 

“Before Refresh” event and your Continue IF action returns false you can 

choose the option of cancelling the refresh action using this setting. Note: this 

applies to all “before” events 

LOV’s  

All LOV items now support being based on a PLSQL Function returning SQL 

String. 

Content Loader 

You can now set icons on the tabs/panels opened by the content loader that 

use the “Triggering Element”. You can do this by adding a data attribute to the 

HTML elements e.g. grid report column link e.g.  

data-icon=“fa fa-bolt”  

Form 

You now have the option to mark form items with a visual indicator (red 

triangle top left corner) when their value has changed, just like grids do! 
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3.1.0: Behaviour Changes 

Page Level Read Only 

The page level read only condition will now be honoured by Forms, and 

Editable Grids & Tree Grids. However please note that if you define a read 

only condition at the region or item level the result of that condition will 

override the page level read only result. This is the same behaviour as in 

standard APEX. 

Region/Item Conditions & Authorizations 

On all region A JAX calls e.g. grid refresh, form load etc. we will check all child 

region/item/button conditions, authorisations, and read only conditions for 

the region in context and will perform the appropriate action of hiding/

disabling failures and enabling/showing successes. This allows you to avoid 

the need to create many dynamic actions to hide/show enable/disable items/

regions. This change may affect existing hide/show dynamic actions with 

regions/items that have an existing condition defined. 

Grid Client Side Validations 

As mentioned in our enhancements section, all changed grid rows will have 

their values validated against any client side validation rules e.g. not null, 

minimum length, maximum length, minimum value, maximum value. If there 

are any failures then they need to be corrected by the user before the grid 

save A JAX call will be issued. 
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3.0.1: Enhancements 

Oracle DB 12.2 Support 

In earlier versions of FOEX we used PLJSON for JSON reading and writing 

capability in PLSQL. This meant that we had several types defined i.e. JSON 

which conflicted with v12.2 of the Oracle Database since a native JSON type 

was introduced. We have resolved this conflict in v3.1.0 and 12.2 is now 

officially supported. 

Oracle APEX 5.1.x Support 

We now officially support APEX 5.1 from this version onwards, whilst still 

providing support for APEX 5.0.x. 

Individual Form Item Validation 

You can now execute the defined APEX validations for individual form items 

e.g. on change, using the “FOEX Form Item Validation” action, rather than 

validating the entire form which you had to do in previous versions. 

PLSQL & Static Region 

You can now choose to execute any scripts that are contained within your 

HTML on region refresh. 
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3.0.1: Behaviour Changes 

PLJSON 

In this version to support Oracle DB 12.2 we have had to rename all the 

PLJSON types e.g. 

File Browse 

Due to the form submission changes in APEX 5.1 the file browse item will no 

longer upload via a single Form POST and will do so using a chunked base64 

encoded series of A JAX calls using HTML5 File Reader API. 

We have also added the ability to restrict file types and file size and you will 

see a progress bar during the upload of the file. 

Note: if you are reading from the FX#COL_A JAX_FILE_UPLOADS collections 

the PAGE_ID value has moved from the N001 column to N002. This is due to 

the centralisation of the fi le browse and multiple fi le upload plugin 

processing code. 

Old Name New Name

JSON FX_JSON_T

JSON_LIST FX_JSON_LIST_T

JSON_VALUE FX_JSON_VALUE_T
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3.0.1: Bug Fixes 
Issue Summary

FXP-3175 Detail relations are firing duplicate refreshes on page level refresh

FXP-3169 revertInvalid:false is not working in Cell edit mode

FXP-3167 ORA-30625: method dispatch on NULL SELF argument is disallowed when searching a 
TreeGrid/TreeCombo

FXP-3163 Read only at the form region level is not disabling page items on page load

FXP-3158 0 is is displayed for numeric Grid columns having NULL value

FXP-3142 Form serverside reset was not clearing the form prior to making the AJAX call

FXP-3140 Grid cascading LOV issue when column bind variables do not have a space of end of line 
character immediately after

FXP-3135 Grid Combo's display value is not being cleared when the store is loading

FXP-3133 A javascript exception is raised on grids in the syncCols function for the column search 
feature (QBE)

FXP-3124 Grid Autosize columns feature is not working as expected

FXP-3116 An empty Validation success message is being incorrectly shown due to an encrypted 
request value

FXP-3115 Grid validation failures are not being displayed correctly in row edit mode

FXP-3106 Double quotes in the button label raises an JSON parser exception

FXP-3104 RTL issue with tree and grid combo

FXP-3102 Column Filter for Select List uses Return Value

FXP-3101 List view is not submitting items on the first load

FXP-3100 Grid combo search raises ORA-30625: method dispatch on NULL SELF argument is 
disallowed

FXP-3094 Overflow Checkbox triggered when opening overflow menu and raise error

FXP-3093 DOM ID conflicts when using the content loader on regular APEX pages with links without a 
DOM ID

FXP-3088 Tab reloads instead of refresh a URL is provided in the form of a single substitution e.g. 
#MY_URL#

FXP-3085 Display image with source type of SQL is not being displayed correctly when using the 
page item values from the current record

FXP-3084 The change event is not being resumed when a value is not found in the popup LOV

FXP-3073 Treegrid action select by ID is incorrectly referencing "getNodeById" after upgrade to Ext 
JS 6

FXP-3060 Tree in RTL mode is aligned incorrectly

FXP-3058 Substitutions are not done for Content Loader (Browser Window)

FXP-3056 File Browse's "Show Download Button = No" generates a small button at runtime

FXP-3053 Display image not showing image when source type is SQL Query Returning BLOB
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FXP-3052 FOEX action column row selection is stopped by default on click, it should be enabled by 
default

FXP-3044 Treegrid loading is adding additional pagination parameters not defined in 
wwv_flow.show signature

FXP-3041 Date is not showing when format is "DD-Month-YYYY"

FXP-3040 Set column value on column change does not work for display only columns in CELL edit 
mode

FXP-3039 Page Items to Submit is not submitting a LOV value when it is NULL on grid refresh

FXP-3038 iFrame cross origin issue when loading external links

FXP-3037 Content Loader Region Set URL Action missing set Title option

FXP-3030 Using expand on ajax setting and reloading a stateful tree results in child records being 
marked as dirty and saved when the parent's label is changed

FXP-3028 In grid cell edit mode row selection is not changed to the newly added row

FXP-3027 Support partial key values in master detail relationships when restrict detail data is 
unchecked

FXP-3026 The Form Plugin response object is not correctly set when a LOAD operation is called 
with a NULL primary key value

FXP-3023 Calendar CRUD issues when creating/deleting newly created entries

FXP-3019 Selecting a chart series item does not retain the selection

FXP-3018 Master detail should have an option to support partial composite key values in the join 
relationship

FXP-3016 Load on demand is not being honoured on grids and data is being loaded on page load

FXP-3010 Content loader with shared tab is not setting the page items correctly

FXP-3007 Navigation plugin method "getCollapsed" incorrectly spelt "getCollpased" and collapses if 
it is resized smaller than the default size, a smaller value should be used

FXP-2996 Form load results in error message when the form primary key is not set

FXP-2976 Header Search Feature raises ORA-30625 when using <,>,= on columns containing date 
values

FXP-2958 Export data issues on a dynamic grid
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3.0.0: New Features 

Builtin Tablet Support 

Your FOEX applications will now run on both desktop and tablets with no 

code alterations required. Events are automatically mapped for you, so you 

can still do things like window resizing and moving e.g. using press/hold and 

drag with a one or two fingered approach. 

 

New Themes - Triton, Triton Dark and Aria 

The Triton theme is a multi-device theme which has been optimised for using 

on both desktops and tablets. The Aria theme is designed for visually 

impaired people with comprehensive screen reading capability. 

 Triton Triton Dark Aria 
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New Navigation Plugin 

This is a new responsive navigation component which integrates with the 

content loader dynamic action. It is responsive in that it will collapse to 

compact mode based on a window size less than the collapse breakpoint 

(default is 1000px).  

It comes with 3 different style options - Light, Dark, and the Default Theme 

colouring. The added bonus is that it is refreshable, allowing you to change 

the list entries using a page item filter in the menu SQL query. 

It comes with an associated dynamic action plugin - Navigation Actions: 

• Select Item (By ID value or by Index) 

• Refresh 

• Expand All 

• Collapse All 

• Set UI 

• Set Compact 

 * Normal Mode * Compact Mode 
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Grid Column Header Search, Query by Example 

You can now directly filter individual grid columns directly under the column 

header without having to enter the column menu. The added bonus is that 

you have comprehensive search capability using AND OR NOT > = < % and 

grouping operators () 

 
  

Grid Expander Rows 

Our personal favourite feature in this release. Expand a grid row using the “+” 

icon to reveal a detail page. You can nest these to show M-D-D relations 
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Grid Multisort 

Control a multi-level grid sort through the column menu e.g. 

 

Panel Header Tools 

Using the FOEX Config dialog you can now add tools/button icons to the 

header and perform dynamic actions on tool click. You can also include your 

own custom Font Awesome icons. 
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Drag & Drop Tab re-ordering 

 

Button Badge Support 

Add text to the top right corner of buttons, and change the text using a 

button dynamic action 
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Font Awesome Support 

 

FDA Tour 

New tour capability to help people new to FOEX get started 
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New Layouts 

Anchor, Absolute, Center, Responsive 

 

Show Regions in a menu on button click 

It is now possible to float a region and associate it with a button: 

• On button click the region will be shown and aligned to the button to 

behave like a menu 

• Click elsewhere on the page and the region will be hidden (just like the 

behaviour of a regular menu) 

The good news is that this region can be a content loader region so you can 

use other pages in your app as the menu content. 
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Button keyboard shortcuts 

We have included a new dynamic action to bind keyboard events to a button. 

Associate key combinations like CTRL + S to save a form. 
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New Documentation Application 

We rebuilt our documentation application from the ground up. A single point 

of reference which you can use to find everything you need to know about 

our plugin framework and how to use it, including new demos and tutorials. 
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3.0.0: Enhancements 

• Continue IF dynamic action improvements 

 

• Notification Styling Improvements 
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• Panes & Layout Toolbar support 

 

• Tab Positioning and Rotating 

 

• Date Picker - supports less restrictive date formats and automatically converts 

them to the set format e.g. 1.1.17 will be rewritten to 01.01.2017 
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{ 

   "format": "d-M-Y", 

   "altFormats": "dMY|dMy|jMY|jMy|d-M-Y|d-M-y|j-M-Y|j-M-y|d.M.Y|d.M.y|

j.M.Y|j.M.y|d\/M\/Y|d\/M\/y|j\/M\/Y|j\/M\/y|d\\M\\Y|d\\M\\y|j\\M\\Y|j\\M\

\y|d M Y|d M y|j M Y|j M y", 

} 

• Grid and Form support instead of triggers on views 

 

• CKEditor now has Lightbox support 

 

• CKEditor Viewer now supports APEX substitution strings defined in the HTML 

• CKEditor Image Browser: uploaded images will be automatically loaded into the 

selected folder 
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• #ITEM_NAME# substitutions for the hide/show columns dynamic action 

• Auto manage buttons when a form is dynamically set to read only/editable 

modes 

• A new event has been added to the grid which fires when data has changed 

but not yet saved to the server - “FOEX Grid - Data Changed (not yet saved)” 

• New “Drop” and “Before Drop” events have been added to the tree and tree 

grid 

• Message Box icon setting now supports #ITEM_NAME# substitutions 

• Content loader will (re)set any page item values defined in the URL on refresh 
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3.0.0: Behaviour changes 

• Upgrade to the latest commercial version of Ext JS -> 6.2.1 

 
http://docs.sencha.com/extjs/6.2.1/classic/Ext.html 

• Region Plugins - Context Menu internal event naming change 

After upgrading to Ext JS 6.2.1 we had a conflict with the name of an event we 

used in the plugin definition for context menu show event. 

Note: during installation of this version we will automatically make this event 

name change for you. However if you import an application from a diff erent 

environment which has v2.2 or lower installed or from backup after the 

installation of v3.0 you will have to manually make these changes. We provide 

a script which you can run to make these changes 

(FOEX Zip File)/patches/v3_0_0/fix_foex_contextmenu_event_names.sql 
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• Grid highlighting CSS changes 

td.x-grid-cell-headerId-GRID1-col-PRODUCT_AVAILABLE 

tr.x-grid-row-selected.price-ok td.x-grid-td 

tr.x-grid-row-over.price-ok td.x-grid-td 

changes to 

td.x-grid-cell-GRID1-col-PRODUCT_AVAILABLE 

x-grid-item-selected .price-ok td.x-grid-td 

x-grid-item-over .price-ok td.x-grid-td 

Note: during installation of this version we will automatically make these 

changes to existing FOEX applications which have these CSS definitions in the 

“Inline” CSS section within the Page Definition e.g. 

 

However if you import an application from a different environment which has 

v2.2 or lower installed or from backup after the installation of v3.0 you will 

have to manually make these changes. We provide a script which you can run 

to make these changes 

(FOEX Zip File)/patches/v3_0_0/fix_grid_highlighting_page_inline_css.sql  
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• Static ID’s, Widget ID’s 
ID’s can no longer start with a number as this is against the HTML 

Specification for DOM ID’s. This is enforced by Ext JS. You will see an error in 

the developer console on page load when running a page in debug mode. 

• Deleting Grid Rows  
When users delete grid rows will only auto commit the deleted rows and not 

all pending changes which was the case in v2.2 and earlier versions 

• Automatic hiding menus on “focusout" of pages loaded by the content 
loader 

All open menus on pages which lose their focus (i.e. pages opened by the 

content loader region or dynamic action) will have their menu’s hidden eg. 

button menu, context menu etc. This is useful in situations where you have a 

dynamic context menu who’s entries need changing when changes are made 

in other parts of the application. 

• Master Detail Setup Checking 
Column names are checked on master detail setup in runtime development 

mode to ensure they exist 

• Date/Time Picker Changes 

• Date/Time picker has a new “Close” button which must be clicked to close 

the picker when both the date and time selections have been made 

• Date/Time picker supports date range variation type 

• PCT_GRAPH grid column format  
PCT_GRAPH grid column format uses a fraction number to determine 

completed status e.g. 1 = 100% .1 = 10% 

• Layout Plugin  
The layout plugin when used in standalone mode on a regular APEX page will 

resize when the browser window resizes. 
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3.0.0: Known issues 

• The extended grid search feature which allows you to use OR AND NOT () > < 

etc. only works on rows which it’s searchable columns content is less than 4K. 

This is a limit imposed on us by the SQL engine. As a workaround when your 

row data exceeds this limit please fall back to the less advanced search 

capability by adding the following additional config attribute: 

"fxExtendedSearch":false 
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